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STANLEY BLACK & DECKER IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST TOOLS 

AND STORAGE COMPANY, THE WORLD’S SECOND-LARGEST 

COMMERCIAL ELECTRONIC SECURITY COMPANY, AND A WORLD-

LEADING PROVIDER OF ENGINEERED FASTENING SYSTEMS, 

WITH UNIQUE AND POWERFUL GROWTH PLATFORMS IN THE OIL 

& GAS AND INFRASTRUCTURE INDUSTRIES.  

Just as it was in 1843, our passion for excellence is seen around the world in our loyal 

customer relationships, disciplined operations and purposeful business growth.  
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OUR HISTORY 
 
When you trace it all the way back, it comes down to three individuals:  
Frederick Stanley, Duncan Black, and Alonzo Decker.  
 
For more than 175 years, we’ve been proud to continue their legacies and proud to carry their 
names forward.  
 
In 1843, Frederick Stanley started a small shop in New Britain, Connecticut to manufacture 
bolts, hinges, and other hardware from wrought iron. With superior quality, consistent 
innovation, and rigorous operational improvement, Stanley’s company defined excellence, and 
so did his products.  
 
In 1910, S. Duncan Black and Alonzo G. Decker started their shop, similar in size at first, in 
Baltimore, Maryland. Six years later they changed the world by obtaining the world’s first patent 
for a portable power tool, and the company they built has been changing the world ever since.  
 
Both companies grew in parallel over the ensuing decades, amassing an unparalleled family of 
brands and products and an even more impressive wealth of industry expertise.  
 
In 2010, the two companies combined to form Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. to deliver the tools 
and solutions that industrial companies, professionals, and consumers count on to be 
successful when it really matters.  
 
Today we continue to build on the momentum of outperformance on which we have built our 
reputation, propelling Stanley Black & Decker into future centuries with breakthrough 
innovation, a passion for our end-users, and an unparalleled operations infrastructure driving 
world-class customer fulfillment. 

Our Numbers 
 
§  1843: STANLEY® is Founded 

§  #1 in Tools and Storage 

§  #2 in Commercial Electronic Security 

§  #2 in Engineered Fastening 

§  52,000+ Employees in 50 Countries 

§  500,000 Products 

§  150 Million Shares Outstanding (NYSE) 

§  140+ Years of Consecutive Dividend Payouts 

§  479 Consecutive Quarters with Dividend Records 

§  47 Consecutive Years of Increased Dividends 

§  13,000+ Registered and Active Global Patents 

A Globally 
Recognized Leader 
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“ECOSMART. We work, 

operate, design, 

manufacture, sell and 

transport our products 

with sustainability in 

mind. It is about setting 

the highest standards for 

social responsibility.” 

 
Jim Loree 
President and COO 
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. 

At Stanley Black and Decker we are embedding sustainable thinking into 
everything we do – design, manufacturing, distribution, service, and more. We 
are committed to improving the sustainability of our operations, our products, 
our communities, our suppliers, and our customers. We are vigilant about our 
sustainability initiatives and we place a priority on maintaining an open 
dialogue with all of our stakeholders.  
 
As such, we have been consistently recognized as an elite company with 
respect to our environmental, health, and safety practices.  
 
ECOSMART emphasizes our commitment to continue our pursuit of a 
sustainable future.  
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PERFORMANCE IN ACTIONTM 

 
Since 1843, we’ve provided the tools that built and repaired 
the world. Today, every true professional is equipped with 
STANLEY® tools because they deliver industry leading 
innovation, precision, safety and strength. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Performance on the job site. STANLEY® Tools 
deliver innovation where it matters. Whether it 
makes a job easier or faster, we’re consistently 
improving on the industry’s best. 

INDUSTRIAL AND  
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR 
Performance in the garage. With a lifetime 
warranty on some of the strongest forged tools 
in the world, STANLEY® extends our legacy of 
innovation into a comprehensive line of 
mechanics tools. 

STORAGE 
We believe innovation should apply not only to 
your tools, but also to how you carry and store 
them. That’s why we offer storage that is 
waterproof. Light-weight. Stack-able. Rackable. 
Lock-able. Roll-able. Whatever your needs, 
STANLEY® offers tool storage for you. 

WWW.STANLEYTOOLS.COM 
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Apps and Books 
Automotive Tools 
Compressors 
Demolition Tools 
Flashlights and Worklights 
Finishing Tools 
Garden Tools 
Generators 
Hammers 
Knives and Blades 
Ladders 
Laser Tools 
Layout Tools 
Measuring Tools 
Personal Protective Equipment 
Power Tools 
Paint Applicators 
Saws 
Sawhorses 
Snips, Pliers and Wrenches 
Staplers 
Tool Storage 
Wet Dry Vacs 
Welding Equipment 
Woodworking 
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Nothing means professional like DEWALT®. We are the 
world’s leading provider of tools and equipment designed 
specifically for the professional contractor and tradesman, 
with good reason. When the world’s professionals need to 
get the job done, they reach for DEWALT®. 

PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOLS 
It is our mission to deliver the best 
performance on the toughest job site 
conditions. So we make our DEWALT® 
Power Tools smaller, yet more powerful, 
lighter, yet longer lasting and stronger. 

HAND TOOLS AND STORAGE 
DEWALT® hand tools and storage systems 
are built to withstand the most punishing 
jobsites. Professionals rely on our products 
to provide performance in every 
circumstance, and we’re proud to say that 
we deliver. 

ACCESSORIES 
To keep power tools performing their best, 
smart users choose accessories 
manufactured to DEWALT’s exact 
specifications. From drilling and screwdriver 
bits to saw blades, abrasives, and hammer 
bits, our accessories are as tough 
as our tools. 

WWW.DEWALT.COM 
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Air Tools 
Apps, Books and Courses 
Automotive 
Compressors 
Construction Heaters 
Cordless Tools 
Drills 
Dust Management 
Fasteners and Accessories 
Fastening 
Generators 
Grinders 
Hammers and Hammer Drills 
Hand Tools 
Ladders 
Lasers, Instruments and Levels 
Metal Working 
Nailers 
Outdoor Power Equipment 
Power Tools 
Pressure Washers 
Safety Products and Workgear 
Saws 
Storage and Security 
Tile Saws 
Woodworking 
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BLACK+DECKER™ makes a house your home. Whether 
that’s as simple as brewing a cup of coffee or as advanced 
as installing a new ceiling fan, BLACK+DECKER™ 
products empower you to do more. 

POWER TOOLS 
We invented the portable power tool 
and we’ve been empowering the 
homeowner to conquer projects ever 
since. From inspiration to a job well 
done, BLACK+DECKER™ tools 
provide a lifetime of proud moments. 

LAWN + GARDEN 
Curb appeal, delivered to your door. 
Cut, trim, edge, sweep, and more. Make 
your yard as inviting as your home. 

HOME CLEANING 
From the DustBuster® to the Steam-
Mop™, BLACK+DECKER™ has the 
innovative cleaning technology to ensure 
your home stays clean from top to bottom. 
Whether it’s a quick pick-up or a deep 
clean, you can rely on BLACK
+DECKER™ to get the job done. 

SMALL APPLIANCES 
From coffee makers + toaster ovens to 
juicers + irons, BLACK+DECKER™ 
appliances help keep your life moving. 

WWW.BLACKANDDECKER.COM 
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Screwdrivers 
Drills 
Saws 
Sanders 
Specialty Tools 
Impacts  
Lasers + Levels 
Hand Tools 
Workbenches 
Ladders  
How-To Books 
Heat Guns 
Portable Lighting 
Car Care 
Portable Power 
Vehicle 
Maintenance 
Garage Storage 
Toys 
String Trimmers 
Lawn Mowers  
Blower Vacs + 
Sweepers 

Edgers 
Hedge Trimmers 
Woodcutting 
Powered 
Gardening Tools 
Upright Vaccums 
Hand Vacuums 
Stick Vacuums 
Steam Cleaners 
Scrubbers 
Non-Powered 
Cleaning 
Air Care 
Laminators 
Lamps 
Small Appliances 
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For over 100 years, PORTER-CABLE® has provided 
quality power tools for woodworkers and tradesmen. 
Our tools are engineered to deliver high-quality results 
at great value. 

WWW.PORTERCABLE.COM 

POWER TOOLS 
PORTER-CABLE® offers a full range of 
lightweight, versatile tools that are fit for 
trade use, and able to up the game of 
any DIYer. Durable and strong, this line 
of power tools is all about value. 

AIR TOOLS & COMPRESSORS 
A full line of framing, roofing, finish and 
specialty fastening tools is 
complemented by our comprehensive 
range of compressors to ensure that the 
tradesman has the precision control 
necessary to get the job done right. 

ROUTERS 
As the brand of choice for woodworkers, 
PORTER-CABLE® may be best known 
for our routers, which deliver the 
necessary accuracy, durability and power 
to hobbyists and professionals alike. 
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Band Saws 
Batteries and Chargers 
Belt/Disc Sanders 
Circular Saws 
Compressors 
Dovetail and Joinery 
Drill Presses 
Drills 
Fasteners 
Grinders 
Generators 
Heat Guns 
Impact Drivers 
Jigsaws 
Laminate Trimmers 
Nailers 
Oscillating Multi Tools 
Planers 
Polishers 
Reciprocating Saws 
Routers 
Sanders 
Scroll Saws 
Stationary and Specialty Tools 
Table Saws 
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As the inventor of much of the pneumatic fastening 
technology that you see on the job site today, we 
constantly challenge ourselves to get better. 

CONSTRUCTION & 
INDUSTRIAL 
Demanding job sites require powerful 
fastening tools, and BOSTITCH® is up 
for the challenge. From heavy-duty 
industrial assembly to residential roofing, 
BOSTITCH® has the professional 
pneumatic or cordless fasteners that 
professionals trust. 

HAND TOOLS & 
POWER TOOLS 
We’ve transferred our history of 
innovation into a new line of hand tools 
and power tools that are strong enough 
to carry the BOSTITCH® name. These 
innovative and durable tools are ideal for 
anyone’s tool bag. 

FASTENERS 
Sometimes the secret to success is in 
the least likely of places. While our 
pneumatic tools are packed with 
innovation, our nails and staples are 
specifically designed to make jobs fast 
and easy; we’ve even got nails that can 
help minimize hurricane and earthquake 
damage to your home. 

WWW.BOSTITCH.COM 
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Accessories 
Air Tools 
Bedding Tools and Fasteners 
Compressors 
Cordless Tools 
Cutting Tools 
Finish and Trim 
Flooring 
Framing 
Manual Fastening 
Manufactured Housing 
Measuring and Layout Tools 
Millwork and Case Goods 
Packaging 
Pallet, Crate, Fence and Lattice 
Power Tool Accessories 
Power Tools 
Roofing 
Sockets and Wrenches 
Specialty Construction 
Staples 
Storage 
Striking and Struck Tools 
Upholstered Furniture 
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Powers® is an industry leader in concrete fastening systems. World class 
fastening design software, technical literature and technical support has 
made Powers® a leading choice for designers and specifiers. 

ANCHORS, ADHESIVES & TOOLS 
 
We work closely with new construction sites to develop highly  
engineered anchors and adhesives that help ensure the project is safe, 
strong, and cost effective. It’s this close relationship that makes us the 
industry leader in concrete fastening systems. 

Our close relationship with the construction industry has led to many 
innovative products customized for specific applications. ELCO® is a 
leader in fastening for the curtain wall and fire sprinkler trades. 

FASTENERS 
 
ELCO® Construction Products provides a broad range of quality fasteners 
and value added services designed to speed construction, improve 
building integrity and ensure performance under demanding conditions. 

WWW.POWERS.COM 

WWW.ELCOCONSTRUCTION.COM 
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Bolt and Shield Anchors 
Carbide Drill Bits 
Code Listed Anchoring Solutions 
Design Software 
Expansion Anchors 
Expansion Foams and Accessories 
Gas Fastening Systems 
Glass Capsule Adhesive Anchor Systems 
Impact Anchors 
Injection Adhesive Anchor Systems 
Pin and Nail Anchors 
Powder Actuated Fastening Systems 
Rod Hanging Systems 
Screw Anchors 
Undercut Anchors 

Anchor Setting Tools 
Clamp-Up Rivets 
Concrete and Masonry Screws 
Self-Drilling Screws 
Self-Tapping Screws 
Threaded Rod Anchors 
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TOOLS & SUPPLIES 
We pride ourselves on our comprehensive selection of 
manufacturing equipment, including test and measurement, 
personal safety, soldering, fume, lighting, and magnification. 
As well as, hard to find tools and supplies, such as 
adhesives, solder, static protection, chemical solutions, and 
materials for labs and clean rooms. 
 
VMI 
We offer a full range of Vendor Managed Inventory solutions 
that enable our customers to track materials more efficiently, 
with real time inventory management, and remote access. 
 
SERVICE 
Our attention to our customers’ requirements has driven our 
success for decades. You can expect to receive the same 
high-level expertise, competitive pricing and prompt 
shipment, on which we have built our reputation. 

WWW.JENSENTOOLS.COM 
formally www.StanleySupplyServices.com 

For more than 50 years, JENSEN Tools 
has been a leading supplier of products 
and services, for the electronics 
manufacture, assembly diagnosis, test 
and repair professional. We represent 
over 500 suppliers, and distribute more 
than 65,000 products. Additionally we 
offer a variety of value added services, 
including custom tool kitting and 
JENSEN® Tool Control Solutions. 
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GREAT TO WORK WITH™ 
Mac Tools® is an industry leader in products and services for 
professional technicians, delivering products against which 
all others are judged. We pay meticulous attention to serving 
both our end-users and franchisee’s needs by delivering the 
tools that define quality, selection, and support. 

AUTOMOTIVE TOOLS 
We specialize in the professional mechanic’s 
garage, and we’ve got the comprehensive 
line of automotive tools to prove it. From 
wrenches and ratchets to diagnostics and 
shop equipment, a true professional can find 
everything in one place. 

WWW.MACTOOLS.COM 

STORAGE 
Mac Tools® toolboxes are more than highly 
durable, functional steel boxes, with highend 
features like no-skid drawers liners and 
synchroglide drawer retention systems. 
They’re veritable works of art, and the symbol 
of a true professional. 

POWER TOOLS 
Powered by DEWALT’s advanced battery 
and switch technology, our automotive power 
tools offer power and productivity that no 
other tools can. We’ve got best-inclass 
ergonomics and special features like anti-
marring bumpers to protect the vehicle you’re 
working on. 
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Air Conditioning 
Battery and Radiator 
Brake and Wheel 
Diagnostics and Testing 
Hand Tools 
Lighting 
Master Sets 
Paint and Body 
Power Tools 
Ratchets and Accessories 
Shop Accessories 
Shop Equipment 
Sockets 
Specialty Tools 
Tool Storage 
Torque Wrenches 
Wrenches 
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Three miles down in the earth at the bottom of a coal mine. An oil 
rig in the Indian ocean. Our customers work tough industrial jobs 
in extreme environments and the impact of injury or work 
stoppage can be catastrophic and costly. That’s why they demand 
highly durable and safe tools. 
 

SAFETY 
Proto® Tethered Tools Systems are designed 
to protect workers from the potential dangers 
of unsecured tools while allowing them to 
perform efficiently in any job capacity. With just 
a few simple steps, various wrenches, 
hammers, screwdrivers, punches, chisels, and 
hex keys can be retrofitted for use at height or 
in work areas requiring foreign material 
exclusion (FME). 
 

Proto® ID 
Proto® was one of the first line of tools to 
manufacture an RFID chip into its line of tools, 
making them easier to find in a manufacturing 
setting and helping to prevent foreign object 
damage caused by lost tools. 

TOOLS 
Proto® provides customized master sets of tools so that professionals always have the 
right tool for the right job. Our comprehensive line of tools for some of the world’s 
toughest industries means there’s always a set with a range of tools that meets any 
professional’s requirements. 
 

INDUSTRIES 
Proto® goes where most tools are afraid to go. You’ll find us on oil rigs, in mines, in a 
hangar, or power plant. Where things like precision, durability and safety truly matter, 
that’s where you’ll see Proto®. 
 

WWW.PROTOINDUSTRIAL.COM 
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Air Tools 
Cutting Tools 
Drive Tools and Accessories 
Fastening Tools 
Finishing Tools 
Fleet Maintenance 
Hand Sockets 
Impact Sockets 
Master Sets 
Measuring and Layout 
Pliers, Snips and Clamps 
Precision Torque Tools 
Screwdrivers and Hex Keys 
Specialty Tools 
Striking and Struck Tools 
Tethered Tools 
Tool Storage 
Wrenches 
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For nearly 100 years, FACOM® has set the standard 
for quality and innovation in industrial tools. As a 
leading hand tools brand in Europe, FACOM® is fueled 
by a mission to help industrial professionals improve 
their performance and the quality of their work. 
 
FACOM® WARRANTY 
Backing up its quality, FACOM® offers a free 
replacement or repair warranty without any time limit. 
 
WWW.FACOM.COM 

AUTOMOTIVE  
The company that invented the adjustable 
spanner wrench has continued to make an 

indelible impact on the world of automotive 
repair. Known for their durability and 
innovative features, FACOM® tools have 

helped professional mechanics consistently 
improve their abilities for decades by fulfilling 

their promise to be the highest quality, most 
innovative tools with the best service in the 
industry.  

AEROSPACE  
As aerospace technology grew in parallel 
with the automotive industry, FACOM® kept 

pace with groundbreaking tools and 
unequaled expertise. Today, FACOM® is 
partnered with the world’s leading airline 

and aerospace manufacturers to deliver the 
unique solutions that professionals demand.  

FOD SOLUTIONS  
Foreign Object Damage (FOD) causes more 
than $11 billion in damage every year. 
FACOM’s proprietary RFID technology helps 

control FOD by helping locate lost or 
forgotten tools in an airline hangar or a 
mechanics garage. Automated detection and 

traceability make safety and productivity the 
priority on  any job.  
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Aerospace 
Automotive 
Electricity 
Electronics 
Fixed and Adjustable Wrenches 
Hammers and Impact Tools 
Heavy Goods and Industrial Vehicles 
Lighting 
Metrology Measuring 
Non Sparking Tools 
Personal Equipment Maintenance 
Pliers, Circlips® Pliers and Lock Grip 
Pliers 
Power Tools 
Pullers 
Ratchets, Sockets and Accessories 
Roller Cabinets and Workshop 
Furniture 
Sawing, Drilling and Cutting 
Screwdrivers, Keys and Bits 
Toolboxes, Cases and Chests 
Tool Sets 
Torque Control 
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Whether you work in a manufacturing facility or a hospital, your 
storage and workspace has to function at peak efficiency. Lista®  
and Vidmar® products are built around your specific needs. 
 
Lista® and Vidmar® products serve multiple industries including 
Government and Military, Automotive, Medical, Institutional, and 
Industrial just to name a few, and have over 120 years of combined 
experience in the storage and workspace solutions industry. 

MODULAR CABINET SOLUTIONS 
When choosing a modular cabinet, think first  
about the space you are in and we’ll do the rest!  
A Storage &  Workspace Systems Territory Sales 
Manager will work with you to identify the best 
cabinet for your needs. 

WORKSTATION SOLUTIONS 
Custom-configure your Lista® or Vidmar® 

workstation to the exact setup that will best 
suit your heavy-duty day-to-day needs!  
You choose your cabinets, drawers, work 
surfaces, and accessories—you can always 
add on to your workstation when expansion 
becomes necessary. 

SPECIALTY SOLUTIONS 
What do casinos, museums, and your home 
garage have in common? The need for 
workspace solutions that work hard. When it 
comes to configurability, productivity, security, 
and optimization of every square inch, Lista® 
and Vidmar® are the industry leaders. 

WWW.VIDMAR.COM  |  WWW.LISTAINTL.COM 
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5S Cabinets 

Adjustable Racking 

Cabinets 

CNC Tool Storage 

Container Storage 

ESD Cabinets 

Mezzanine 

Parts Carousel 

Service Tech Center 

Specialty Lockers 

Tire Storage 

Toolboxes 

TOUGH Seating 

Vidmar® Vertical 

Workbench Accessory System 

Workstations and Benching 
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For more than 25 years, InnerSpace® has specialized in 
healthcare storage products that deliver optimal storage 
solutions throughout every room of  the hospital. 
 
Supply & Procedure Carts 
Smart choices lead to better outcomes.  InnerSpace®-
functional and versatile emergency crash, anesthesia, 
surgical procedure, and bedside supply carts are 
designed to meet clinical needs throughout the hospital. 
 
Casework Cabinets  
Designed to fit virtually any space, InnerSpace’s laminate 
and stainless steel casework utilizes both standard 
shelving and InnerSpace’s Cell System to 
allow infinite configuration possibilities. 

WWW.STANLEYINNERSPACE.COM 
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5000 Stainless Steel Series 
6000 Series Harmony Carts 
7000 Series Harmony Carts 
Documentation Station 
Endoscopy Cabinets 
Endoscopy Carts 
Full-Size Procedure Carts 
Heavy-Duty Storage 
Metal Cabinets 
Modular Casework 
Open Storage 
QuickRack Modular Storage 
Roll-Top Carts 
Supply/Procedure Carts 
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From automotive assembly and industrial construction to computers, mobile 
telecommunications and appliance manufacturing, we deliver the right 
engineered fastening and assembly solution, every time. We partner with some 
of the world’s leading manufacturers to develop unique, customized solutions 
for the most complex fastening and assembly challenges in the world. 

WWW.STANLEYENGINEEREDFASTENING.COM 

INDUSTRIAL 
Fasteners are everywhere, and when 
they’re done right, you don’t even think 
about them. From solar panels to 
implantable pacemakers, our solutions 
are integral to more of life’s essential 
products than you realize. 

AUTOMOTIVE 
Inside and out, automobiles of all 
styles and purpose benefit from high 
performance fastener and assembly 
solutions from STANLEY® Engineered 
Fastening. When a vehicle needs to 
run at peak performance, it needs the 
power of STANLEY® Engineered 
Fastening equipment. 

ELECTRONICS 
The fasteners and assembly systems that hold together today’s smart phones, 
tablets and laptops are no less sophisticated than the systems we build for cars 
and airplanes; they’re just a bit smaller. We create the standards and innovations 
that enable cost effective, enhanced product performance in consumer 
electronics devices, telecommunications and networking equipment. 
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Assembly Tools and Systems 
Automotive After market Fastening 
Blind Fasteners and Inserts 
Drawn Arc Weld Systems 
Drive Systems for Fasteners 
Fasteners for Metals 
Fasteners for Plastics 
Lockbolt Systems 
Metal Clips and Fasteners 
Plastic Fasteners and Clips 
Screws and Bolts 
Sealing Products 
Self Pierce Riveting 
Surface Finishes and Coatings 
Threaded Assembled Products 
Threaded Inserts 
Torque Nuts 
Weld Studs 
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CribMaster is the leader in advanced technologies for inventory 
and asset management in industrial environments. Our solutions 
provide real-time intelligence to ensure that the right assets go to 
the right workers at the right time, reducing operational costs, 
increasing productivity and improving safety compliance. 

TECHNOLOGY THAT DRIVES RESULTS 
Driving every CribMaster solution is a powerful software platform 
that provides real-time visibility into indirect material usage across 
manufacturing facilities and enables optimal inventory control. 

 
FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS THAT MEET BUSINESS NEEDS 
To provide workers with continuous access to a wide range of inventory 
and ensure safety compliance, CribMaster’s comprehensive portfolio of 
vending machines and asset management technologies can be configured 
to meet the business needs of each manufacturing environment. 

 
PARTNERING WITH OUR CUSTOMERS 
CribMaster develops long-term partnerships with customers to plan, 
design, configure, implement, operate, and manage each CribMaster 
solution. Our team is comprised of industry- specific experts with 
extensive, real-world experience. 

WWW.CRIBMASTER.COM 
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When you need to demolish and rebuild a high-traffic on-ramp 
to one of the world’s busiest bridges in 24 hours or deconstruct 
a historic baseball stadium without causing peripheral damage, 
STANLEY® Hydraulic Tools are the right solution. 
 
STANLEY® Hydraulic Tools produces an extensive line of 
products for use in construction, demolition, scrap processing, 
recycling, utilities, municipalities, railroads, industry, 
landscaping, underwater construction and specialty trades. 
Today we offer dozens of tools that can operate dependably off 
a single power source and professionals around the world are 
turning to the power of STANLEY® Hydraulic Tools for their 
most powerful jobs. 

LaBounty® heavy duty attachments are made to 
handle the world’s toughest construction, demolition 
and scrap metal recycling projects. Located in Two 
Harbors, Minnesota, LaBounty® produces shears, 
concrete pulverizers, and universal processors that 
crush and devour reinforced concrete, slice through 
steel reinforced bars and operate in tight corners and 
crevices with surgical finesse. Pairing the LaBounty® 
shears with Horst Sprenger blades and accessories 
provides the ultimate performance.  
 
Precision engineered to the most exacting standards, 
the Dubuis line of tools – more than 1,000 products in 
all – serves special application needs in industries as 
diverse as aerospace, electrical and rail.  

UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION RAILROADS 

UTILITIES DEMOLITION 
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Demolition 
Electric Utility 
Municipal Water 
Railroad Maintenance of Way 
Rail Signal, Communications and 
Catenary 
Recycling 
Rental 
Scrap Recycling 
Search and Rescue 
Underwater 
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The world’s pipelines count on STANLEY® Oil & Gas to get the job 
done. Our onshore and offshore pipeline equipment and services 
ensure higher quality welds and lower downtime from start to finish. 
STANLEY® Oil & Gas delivers the infrastructure and resources 
needed to serve pipeline contractors anywhere on earth. 

ONSHORE 
STANLEY® Oil & Gas helps customers around the 
world build better pipelines and reduce costs with our 
proprietary, world’s-best beveling and welding 
technology and our highly skilled, safe and 
productive workforce. 

OFFSHORE 
Our offshore experts have developed cutting edge 
technology that directly addresses the enormous 
challenges of building offshore pipelines. Our 
innovative equipment has enabled us to tackle the 
world’s most difficult projects, including welding more 
than five miles of complex pipe and loading it onto a 
barge from our own mobile spoolbase. 

COATING 
Each of our coating methods, which protect and 
insulate the pipes, is highly specialized yet consistent 
in that it conforms to our goal of providing a high 
speed, efficient joint coating application. 

INSPECTION 
Our expertise in the area of quality assurance is 
unrivaled, and our inspectors now stand ready 
around the world, armed with the strong expertise 
and advanced equipment to help you meet your 
productivity goals. 

WWW.CRC-EVANS.COM 
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Automatic Welding 
Bending 
Double Jointing Services 
Field Joint Coating 
Offshore Pipeline Construction 
Onshore Pipeline Construction 
Padding/Crushing Equipment 
Pipeline Equipment and Supplies 
Pipeline Inspection 
Rigging 
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HELPING BUILD PEACE OF MIND 
 
STANLEY® Security helps customers build a sense of safety and 
security in any facility or campus. Our state-of-the art security 
systems are complemented by a full catalog of hardware, software 
and controls, as well as customer-focused services for facility 
integration, monitoring and support. 
 

FEEL SECURE WORKING WITH A LEADER 
 

SECURITY SOLUTIONS 
We will help you design, install, monitor 
and service a custom-tailored security 
solution so you can stay connected and 
protect what’s important. 

ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES 
STANLEY® Security manufactures, 
installs and services automatic slide, 
swinging and bi-fold doors, as well as 
revolving, manual swing and slide doors 
for commercial and industrial use. 

DOOR HARDWARE AND 
ACCESS CONTROL PRODUCTS 
A pioneer in security,  STANLEY® 
Security produces locks, key systems 
and door hardware for most access 
control and security applications. 

SOFTWARE AND CONTROLS 
Advanced with real-time monitoring via 
off-site Internet, biometric entry and 
electronic reading systems. 
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COMPLEXITY MADE SIMPLE 
 
STANLEY® Convergent Security Solutions is all around. Throughout schools, 
hospitals, government facilities, retail stores, financial institutions and more. 
Why? No other company delivers solutions, services and monitoring like 
STANLEY®. When you choose to partner with us, we’ll evaluate your needs 
and develop an integrated solution that brings together the best products for 
your environment. The result is an integrated and holistic solution that is 
intuitive to use, monitor and support. 

THE PEOPLE - THE PROGRESS 
In our technological world, people still make the 
difference. Our professionals deliver an unwavering 
commitment to customer response, service and 
satisfaction 24/7, whenever you need us. 

REAL - TIME EFFICIENCY 
Our eServices™ allows real-time visibility on all your 
security systems via a secure web-based portal. 
Imagine improved efficiency, business  intelligence and 
security insight so you know what’s going on even 
when you’re gone. 

COMMITTED TO MEETING YOUR 
NEEDS 
Whatever your security needs are, from intrusion, 
video, access, fire and integration, we’ll provide a 
comprehensive security consultation and then design, 
install and maintain a proactive, forward thinking 
solution that exceeds your expectations. 

WWW.STANLEYCSS.COM 
For licensing information, visit stanleycss.com/licenses.html 
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SIMPLY THE BEST 
As one of America’s favorite hardware brands, BEST® has 
represented tough, versatile, high-quality locks for more than 90 
years. BEST® access solutions feature interchangeable cores and 
masterkey systems. Known for American craftsmanship and proven 
performance, BEST® gives you the tools you need to take 
responsibility for your security. 

KEYING SYSTEMS 
BEST®-designed key systems—including our 
CORMAX™ patented key system— are 
backed by a proprietary design application 
making them more secure and reliable. The 
BEST® interchangeable core makes it easy to 
change lock combinations with minimal cost. 

MECHANICAL LOCKS 
BEST® products like the 9K Series cylindrical 
locks and the 40H Series mortise locks 
provide the toughest mechanical security in a 
wide variety of applications. Additional features 
such as the intruder function and the visual 
indicators ensure fast lockdown and classroom 
safety. 

ELECTRONIC ACCESS 
CONTROL 
Our IDH MAX® self-contained control access 
offers convenience and efficiency for electrified 
lock applications. Also, our standalone 
B.A.S.I.S.® locking systems integrate with 
virtually any existing database, providing 
advanced storing and access data retrieving 
capabilities. 

WWW.BESTACCESS.COM 
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TAKING HIGH SECURITY EVEN HIGHER 
 
In 1860 the U.S. Treasury adopted James Sargent’s Magnetic 
Bank Lock as its standard. Over 150 years later, Sargent & 
Greenleaf® continues to be the go-to resource for securing the 
most sensitive environments and valuables. Sargent & 
Greenleaf® leads not only with the most innovative locking 
systems, but with responsive technical support. 

GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS 
Sargent & Greenleaf® has long been a trusted 
global partner for governments. We empower 
personnel and defense contractors with 
advanced mechanical and electronic solutions. 
The result? Security for high-level environments 
such as military bases and foreign embassy 
SCIFs—where breach is not an option. 

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
Sargent & Greenleaf’s reputation in the 
commercial industry is rock solid. For years, we 
have been helping a broad range of 
establishments such as banks, cash-in-transit, 
retail, pharmacies and utilities. Wherever the 
highest security is a necessity on safes and 
vaults, odds are you will find a Sargent & 
Greenleaf® lock protecting the contents. 

WWW.SARGENTANDGREENLEAF.COM 
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ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES 
 
The inventor of the automatic door is still the leader. Since 
1931, our heritage, large geographic footprint, passion for 
innovation and low total cost of ownership make STANLEY® 
Access Technologies the North American industry leader in 
automatic doors. 
 
OUR TECHNOLOGY 
We’ve come a long way since we introduced the first automatic door. 
Advances in technology and value-driving innovation form the backbone 
of our business, and we haven’t stopped enhancing the automatic door 
since. That’s why our customers are some of the world’s largest 
retailers, airports and transportation centers in the world. 
 
OUR PEOPLE 
In addition to manufacturing the finest automated doors in the industry, 
STANLEY® Access Technologies offers comprehensive service and 
maintenance programs that are customizable to meet the needs of your 
business or organization. We take pride in our role as the original 
manufacturer of automatic doors, and we have remained the recognized 
leader in the industry through dependability, visionary thinking and 
constant innovation. 

 STANLEYACCESS.COM | 800-7-ACCESS 79 
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Automatic Sliding and Folding Doors 
Automatic Swing Door Operators 
Transit Doors and Gates 
Revolvers 
Pivot, Hinged and Balanced Manual 
Swing Doors 
Intensive Care Unit Manual Slide Doors 
Sensors and Controls 
Installation and Service 
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RETAIL SOLUTIONS 
In any retail environment, the main focus of a security system is to prevent 
loss due to theft, returns and errors. But what if your security solution could do 
more? What if it could provide real-time people counting, remote services and 
video monitoring? STANLEY® is taking security to the next level, leading the 
way with innovative advances in big data and analytics, providing unparalleled 
visibility into your organization’s activities and operations and delivering real 
savings to your bottom line. 

RETAIL INSIGHTSTM ANALYTICS 
Cutting-edge analytics software solutions, dashboards and 
reporting pull together data from multiple disparate systems 
including video analytics, EAS, intrusion, weather, POS and 
more onto a single dashboard. Report on key metrics for any 
retail operation, creating actionable intelligence across all 
locations to optimize business performance. 

ELECTRONIC ARTICLE  
SURVEILLANCE (EAS) 
Incorporating either AM or RF technologies, our flexible and 
innovative IP-based EAS systems can provide business 
intelligence for security, store operations and marketing. 
With remote system management and reporting, STANLEY 
can troubleshoot, diagnose and tune EAS systems saving 
time and money by enabling less shrink and fewer service 
visits. 

PROTECTING WHAT’S  
IMPORTANT TO YOUTM 

As a true full service electronic security provider, STANLEY 
delivers innovative technologies with a high return on your 
investment. We design, install, monitor, service and maintain 
security solutions, partnering on all your unique security and 
loss prevention needs. We serve thousands of retail 
customers globally, providing 24/7 monitoring, intrusion, 
video surveillance, access control, fire detection & 
inspections and more. 

VOICE OF A RETAILER 
 
“Together we built something people have always dreamed of in retail— truly, 
fully integrated protection. The systems talk to each other. We pull data 
reports whenever we want. And in retail protection, data is king. If we see 
something wrong in the data, or if an alarm is triggered, it’s on camera—
every store, monitored from one location 24/7. This is helping us create a 
better shopping environment for our customers—safer to be in and nicer to 
shop in. That’s the key, creating a positive, more productive experience for 
our target shopper.” 
 
STEVE McCLAIN 
VICE PRESIDENT OF ASSET PROTECTION 
BIG LOTS! 
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Sonitrol® is the industry leader in verified electronic security and 
provides customers with a single source of integrated security 
solutions for intrusion, video, access and fire. Sonitrol’s ability to 
verify intrusion, through patented technology in real-time, offers 
unrivalled credibility with law enforcement. This advantage 
means local law enforcement responds faster, and has resulted 
in over 172,000 apprehensions since 1977. 

INTRUSION 
Sonitrol’s verified audio intrusion 
detection system, unlike conventional 
alarms, are sound-based not motion-
based. When an alarm is triggered, 
monitoring professionals can listen-in 
to determine whether an incident is 
taking place or if a false alarm has 
occurred. 

VIDEO 
Video verification solution utilizes 
both audio and video verification 
technologies to verify alarms. When 
using this combination, monitoring 
professionals can hear and see, 
in real-time, the intrusion incident 
taking place providing clear, relevant 
information for law enforcement. 

ACCESS 
Sonitrol’s Central Station Managed 
Access Control Solution provides the 
ability to track and limit entry to 
buildings and sensitive areas, 24 
hours a day. It is uniquely 
integrated with Sonitrol’s audio 
intrusion detection system allowing a 
building to regulate a security system 
with a programmed access credential 

FIRE 
Sonitrol® has extensive experience 
with installing and maintaining fire 
protection systems and works closely 
with local fire departments on plan 
submittals, permitting and inspections. 
With Sonitrol® technology, monitoring 
professionals can differentiate between 
an intrusion alarm and a fire signal, and 
can promptly dispatch the proper 
emergency personnel to a location. 
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STANLEY® Healthcare is a leading provider of visibility and analytic 
solutions that empower healthcare and senior living professionals to 
ensure patient and staff safety and security, improve patient and 
resident experiences and outcomes, optimize a facility’s workflow, and 
increase operational efficiency. 
  
These solutions include our MobileView Platform, the world’s “Number 
One Real Time Location System” according to the healthcare research 
firm KLAS (January 2015) for the fourth consecutive year. MobileView 
integrates STANLEY® Healthcare’s comprehensive suite of patient and 
facility monitoring systems to not only truly connect a healthcare 
facility to the Internet of Things (IoT), but to provide useful, actionable, 
real-time data to the facility’s administration and leadership. 
  
In this way, STANLEY® Healthcare is revolutionizing the healthcare and 
senior living care industries by helping empower leadership teams to 
use information to lower costs while improving outcomes. 

WWW.STANLEYHEALTHCARE.COM 
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Asset Management 
Facility Security 
Fall Management 
Humidity Monitoring 
Infant Protection 
Inventory Management 
Nurse Call Integration 
Patient Flow for Clinics 
Patient Flow for ED 
Patient Flow for OR 
Patient Safety Monitoring 
Patient Security 
Staff Security 
Staff Workflow 
Temperature Monitoring 
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We’re 
committed 
to building a 
better 
tomorrow. 

WE BUILD 
HOMES. 

We support the 
construction of safe, 

decent, and affordable 
housing for those in 

need. 

WE BUILD 
SKILLS. 

We encourage math, 
science, engineering, 

and technical education. 

WE BUILD 
PRIDE. 

We provide veteran 
support to thank those 

who have served. 

WE BUILD 
MIRACLES. 

We assist in safety, 
security, and operating 

support for medical 
institutions, particularly 

children’s hospitals. 

WE BUILD 
COMMUNITIES. 
We support emergency 

and disaster relief 
services around the 

world. 
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BRAND SUPPORT 
Our diverse portfolio of brands can be seen across the 
globe on the track, on the diamond, on the court, on the 
pitch, and in the arena. Our brand support drives more 
than 200 Billion brand and 2 Billion social media 
impressions yearly, and reaches as far as the The  
Chengdu Panda Breeding and Research Center, where we 
committed to sponsoring a young panda throughout her 
life. Wherever you are in the world, Stanley Black & 
Decker brands are hard to miss. 
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FOR CONTACT INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT:  

www.stanleyblackanddecker.com/cb 


